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All major banks have signed up to a new industry code which 
will check if the payment details entered for a person or 
business match the details their bank holds.
 
CoP initially covers most single UK Faster Payment and CHAPS sterling payments made by customers 
of all of the larger banks, including Ulster Bank, to new or amended recipients. We’ll provide CoP 
checks for payments via Bankline, Anytime Banking and Mobile services. Bacs payments, including 
Direct Debits won’t be checked for the time being. CoP won’t include international transfers. 

New process

Any new or amended 
payment is made  
 
Including most single UK Faster Payment 
and CHAPS sterling payments 

Yes, match 

The customer used the correct account 
name – they will receive confirmation 
from their bank that the details match. 

The customer can make the payment 
without delays.

Close match 

If the account details provided don’t 
match the account name exactly, the 
response may be a ‘close match’. For 
example if the customer used a similar,  
or abbreviated version of the name,  
or made any spelling mistakes. 

Customers can opt to proceed with the 
payment at their own risk, update the 
details, check the name again or contact 
the intended recipient to confirm the 
account details. 

No match

The account details provided didn’t match. 
This could happen because the name 
provided is incomplete and a ‘close match’ 
isn’t possible, or a trading name which is 
different from the account name has been 
used, or the details are just incorrect.

Customers can still make the payment  
at their own risk but will be advised to 
make further checks before proceeding. 

Confirmation of Payee  
unavailable

If an account is not included in 
Confirmation of Payee, customers will  
be told that it was not possible to confirm 
the name match. 

Customers can still make the payment  
at their own risk. 

Be clear on Confirmation 
of Payee (CoP)
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